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Abstract—Previous work about cooperative localization in
cellular networks usually consider a centralized processor (CP) is
available for location estimation. This paper consider cooperative
localization in a distributed base station (BS) scenario, where
there is no CP, and the distributed BSs are responsible for
location estimation. In this scenario, Global Positioning System
(GPS) enable mobile terminals (MTs), i.e., located MTs, are
employed as reference nodes. Then, several located MTs can
help to find the locations of an un-located MT, by estimating
the distance between the un-located MT using received signal
strength techniques. Two localization approaches are proposed,
the first approach requires only one BS to collect all the
assistance information for localization and estimate the location.
The second approach distribute the location estimation task to
several BSs. The communication overhead between distributed
BSs are investigated for these two approaches. Moreover, by
taking into account the effect of imperfect location knowledge
of the located MTs, the accuracy limits of both approaches are
derived. The simulation results shows that compared with the first
approach, the second approach can reduce the communication
overhead between distributed BSs with the paid of accuracy.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Cellular network based localization techniques have been
extensively investigated over the past decade, e.g., [1]-[6].
Previous approaches includes time-of-arrival (TOA) [1], time-
difference-of-arrival (TDOA) [2] and received signal strength
(RSS) techniques [3]. The major difference between TOA and
TDOA approaches is: TOA approaches require tight clock
synchronization between base-station (BS) and mobile termi-
nal (MT), while TDOA approaches only require tight clock
synchronization among BSs. Many of the wireless standards
only mandate timing clock synchronization among BSs, the
MT clock might have a drift of a few microseconds [7]. One
of the advantages of RSS approach is that it does not require
clock synchronization.

Cooperative localization has been extensively investigated in
wireless sensor networks (WSN) [8]-[9]. Recently, the concept
of cooperative localization is introduced to cellular networks
[10]-[12]. The work in [10] and [12] assume that different MTs
can directly communicate with each other in a peer-to-peer
(P2P) manner, and clock synchronization is perfect between
MTs. Then the distances between MTs is estimated using TOA
techniques. Although direct communication between wireless
nodes is usually available in WSN, it is not ture for cellular
networks. Actually, MTs never communicate directly with
each other in cellular networks [11].

A more practical cooperative localization approach for cel-
lular network is proposed in [11]. Their work employs Global
Positioning System (GPS) enable MTs (i.e. located MTs) to
serve as reference nodes, then the located MTs can help to find
the location of an un-located MT. All the assistance informa-
tion required for location estimation can be forwarded to a
centralized processor (e.g. serving radio network controller).
In this case, P2P communications are not assumed between
MTs. In addition, the distances between located MTs and un-
located MTs are estimated using RSS techniques, thus clock
synchronization is not required between MTs. Note that the
assistance information includes the location informationof the
located MTs and RSS-based distance estimates.

From the communication architecture viewpoint, BSs with
centralized processor (CP) has several drawbacks. As a net-
work expands, it is expensive to require each new BS to be
connected directly to the CP [13]. Therefore, it is interested
to employ distributed BSs, which communicates directly with
their neighbors [13]. In distributed BSs scenarios, where aCP
is not available, the location estimation can be performed at
the distributed BSs. It is of interest to know which BS (or BSs)
are going to perform location estimation and how much assis-
tance information is transmitted between BSs. Note that the
assistance information for location estimation is overhead for
communications. This overhead should be reduced, otherwise
it will decrease the efficiency of communication systems.

This paper consider a distributed BS scenario, as depicted
in Fig. 1. The serving BS of an un-located MT is the BS in
the center, and the serving BSs of several located MTs are
the other surrounding BSs. The un-located MT communicates
with its home BS on its own uplink frequency, the located
MTs listen to this frequency and perform RSS-based distance
estimation. Two localization approaches are proposed for the
considered scenario. For the first approach, all the assistance
information is forwarded to the central BS for location esti-
mation. For the second approach, initial location estimation
are performed at the surrounding BSs, receptively. Then the
initial estimates are forwarded to the central BS to obtain
the final estimate of the un-located MT. Compared with the
first approach, the second approach reduce the communica-
tion overhead among distributed BSs. However, the second
approach may lead to the loss of localization accuracy, due
to the fact that the location estimation are distributed among
BSs.
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Fig. 1. Scenario and System Model

The major contributions of this paper are: 1) By taking
into account the effect of imperfect location knowledge of
the located MTs, we derive the accuracy limits of RSS-
based cooperative localization in terms of squared position
error bound (SPEB) [14]. The derived SPEB can be used
to benchmark the accuracy of the approach in [11]. 2) We
consider cooperative localization in a distributed BS scenario,
which have not been investigated before. Two approaches
are proposed for this scenario. Based on 1), the accuracy
of these two approaches are derived. Then, the accuracy
and communication overhead of these two approaches are
compared. Simulation results show that compared with the first
approach, the second approach can reduce the communication
overhead between distributed BSs with the paid of accuracy.

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION ANDCOMMUNICATION

OVERHEAD

A. System Description

The system model is depicted in Fig. 1, a seven cells model
is considered. The MTs communicate directly with their home
BSs, and BSs communicate directly with their neighboring
BSs. BSi is the home BS of the cell with identification (ID)i,
i ∈ [0, 6]. The un-located MT belongs to BS0. The considered
located MTs are distributed within anyG surrounding cells
(G ∈ [1, 6]), each of which hasM (M ≥ 3) located MTs.
The total number of located MTs isN = MG. The un-
located MT communicates with its home BS on its uplink
frequency, which is known by the located MTs. The located
MTs listen to this frequency and perform RSS-based distance
estimation. Location estimation is performed at BSs after the
distance estimates are obtained at the located MTs. Assuming
the un-located MT require the location information of itself,
the location estimate has to be sent to the un-located MT by
BS0 via downlink channel.

B. Communication Overhead

In order to estimate the location of the un-located MT,
assistance information is required. The assistance information
for localization includes RSS-based distance estimates and a
priori locations knowledge of the located MTs obtained from
GPS. Since thea priori locations knowledge is imperfect, it
can be treated as random variables with a given probability
density function (p.d.f). For simplicity, it is assumed that thea
priori locations knowledge of the located MTs are independent
Gaussian random variables with the same varianceω2. Then
the covariance matrix of thea priori knowledge is a2N ×2N
diagonal matrixΩ with identical diagonal entriesω2. ω is the
accuracy of GPS and have a typical value of5− 10 (m) [15].
It is reasonable to assume all the BSs knowsω, the located
MTs only need to forward the mean of thea priori knowledge
to BSs.

For approach 1, all the assistance information is firstly
sent to the surrounding BSs by the located MTs. Then, the
surrounding BSs forward it to BS0, which estimate the location
and then sent the estimate to the un-located MT via downlink.
The communication overhead to forward distance estimates is
32N bits (a float requires32 bits), the overhead to forward
the mean of the locations knowledge is64N bits (2-D location
requires two float). Thus, the total overhead between BSs is
96N bits for a single location estimation.

For approach 2, when each surrounding BS obtain the
assistance information, initial location estimation of the un-
located can be carried out, sinceM ≥ 3. Denoteξg , (ug, vg)
as the initial location estimate obtained by theg-th (g ∈ [1, G])
surrounding BS,α2

g and β2

g as the variance ofug and vg,
respectively. Assumingα2

g andβ2

g can also be obtained at the
g-th BS, ξg, α2

g andβ2

g are forwarded to BS0. Then approach
2 creates overhead of32 × 4G = 128G (bits). At the BS0,
the final location estimatêθ can be written as a weighting
combination ofξg

θ̂ = (uT
Wu,vT

Wv) (1)

where

Wu =
[α2

G, . . . , α2

1
]T

∑G
g=1

α2
g

(2)

Wv =
[β2

G, . . . , β2

1
]T

∑G
g=1

β2
g

(3)

u = [u1, . . . , uG]T , v = [v1, . . . , vG]T ,
A summary of communication overhead of these two ap-

proaches is shown in Tab I. For a fixedN , the maximum
overhead of approach 2 is128N/3 (bits) (whenM = 3), the
minimum overhead is 128 (bits) (whenG = 1). Thus, for
a single location estimation, approach 2 can reduce at least
160N/3 (bits) and at most96N − 128 (bits) compared with
approach 1. Obviously, more overhead can be reduced for a
largerN .

If the un-located MT and located MTs have nearly the same
mobility, the located MTs need to continue forwarding their
updated locations (i.e. mean of thea priori knowledge) to



TABLE I
COMMUNICATION OVERHEAD BETWEENBSS

Approach Overhead (bits)
approach 1 96N
approach 2 128G

their serving BSs for location update of the un-located MT.
Then the surrounding BSs employ approach 1 or 2 to forward
data to BS0. The overhead is large for successive localization
or tracking, thus the overhead reduction using approach 2 is
meaningful.

III. L OCALIZATION ACCURACY

The localization accuracy of two approaches is analyzed in
this section. The accuracy is evaluated in terms of the SPEB
defined in [14]. We first derive the SPEB of the approach 1,
then the SPEB of the approach 2 can be easily obtained. Note
that the SPEB of the approach 1 can be utilized to benchmark
the accuracy of the approach in [11], which utilize CP to
calculate the location of the un-located MT.

A. SPEB of the approach 1

Denoteθn , (xn, yn) as the 2-D true location of then-th
located MTs (n ∈ [1, N ]), θ , (x, y) as the true location of
the un-located MT,p(θ1, . . . , θN ) as the joint p.d.f of thea
priori locations knowledge of located MTs, wherex and xn

denote X coordinates, andy and yn denote Y coordinates.
The considered problem can be formulated asN + 1 nodes
cooperative localization witha priori location knowledge. The
parameters of interests is given byθ = [θ1, . . . , θN , θ]T .

DenotesPr, Pt, L as N × 1 vectors collect the RSS
at located MTs, transmitted power of the un-located MT,
and path loss in dB scale, respectively.N × 1 vectors e

are independent Gaussian random variable representing log-
normal fading. Denoteσ as the standard deviation of the
element ine. In a typical case,σ = 6 − 8 (dB) [16]. Note
that all the entries inPt are identical since the un-located
MT broadcast training sequence, Then, the following equation
holds [17]

Pr = Pt − L + e (4)

where
L = 10γ log

10
d (5)

dn =
√

(xn − x)2 + (yn − y)2 (6)

dn denotes then-th element ind.
The Craḿer-Rao lower bound (CRLB) witha priori knowl-

edge reads [18, Page 84]

E
Pr,θ

[

(θ̂ − θ)(θ̂ − θ)T
]

≥ J
−1, (7)

where
J = Jθ + JP (8)

θ̂ denotes estimates ofθ, E
Pr,θ[·] the expectation with respect

to Pr and θ, J the Fisher information matrix (FIM),Jθ

the FIM from the observations [14] and has the following
expression

Jθ = E
d̂

[

∂

∂θ
ln p(Pr|θ)

(

∂

∂θ
ln p(Pr|θ)

)T
]

, (9)

JP the FIM from thea priori knowledge [14] and has the
following expression

JP = Eθ

[

∂

∂θ
ln p(θ)

(

∂

∂θ
ln p(θ)

)T
]

, (10)

p(θ) the a priori joint p.d.f of θ. p(θ) = p(θ1, . . . , θN ),
since the un-located MT do not have anya priori location
knowledge. According to [19],Jθ can be written as

Jθ =
1

ε2
H

T
H (11)

whereH = ▽T

θ
⊗d (⊗ denotes the Kronecker product,▽θ ,

[ ∂
∂x1

, ∂
∂y1

, . . . , ∂
∂xN

, ∂
∂yN

, ∂
∂x

, ∂
∂y

]T ), ε = (σ ln 10)/(10γ), γ
the path loss factor.γ = 2 for free space,γ = 4 is often used
to characterize the path loss in urban areas [16].H can be
further expressed as

H =
[

G U
]

(12)

where the elements ofG and U are zeros, expect for the
following elements

{

G(n, 2n − 1) = cosφn

dn

G(n, 2n) = sinφn

dn

(13)

{

U(n, 1) = − cosφn

dn

U(n, 2) = − sinφn

dn

(14)

where φn denotes the angle from then-th located MT to
the un-located MT, i.e.,φn = tan−1 y−yn

x−xn

. Then (11) can
be further written as

Jθ =
1

ε2

[

G
T
G G

T
U

U
T
G U

T
U

]

(15)

For 2N -order Gaussian p.d.fp(θ1, . . . , θN ), JP can be written
as [18, Page 85]

JP =

[

Ω
−1

0

0 0

]

(16)

Then

J =

[

1

ε2 G
T
G + Ω

−1 1

ε2 G
T
U

1

ε2 U
T
G

1

ε2 U
T
U

]

,

[

A B

B
T

C

]

(17)

The CRLB of the estimate using approach 1 reads

F =
[

J
−1

]

2×2
=

(

C − B
T
A

−1
B

)−1

(18)

where
[

J
−1

]

2×2
denotes the last2× 2 diagonal submatrix of

J
−1. According to [14], the SPEB reads

P = tr {F} (19)



TABLE II
PARAMETERS FORSIMULATIONS

Parameters Value
ω 5 (m)
σ 6 (dB)
γ 4
r 50 (m)
R 100 (m)

If the location estimation from GPS is perfect, thenω = 0,
(19) reduce to

P = tr
{

C
−1

}

(20)

which is the SPEB for single MT localization withN anchors.

B. SPEB of approach 2

Denote the CRLB matrix for estimation of the un-located
MT at theg-th surrounding BS asFg, which can be calculated
using (18), thenα2

g = Fg(1, 1), β2

g = Fg(2, 2). Assumingξg

from different surrounding BSs are mutually independent, then
the SPEB of the estimate using this approach reads

P = Wu
T
ΛαWu + Wv

T
ΛβWv (21)

whereΛα = diag
{

α2

1
, . . . , α2

G

}

, Λβ = diag
{

β2

1
, . . . , β2

G

}

.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, the simulation results investigate the accu-
racy of approach 1 and 2 in terms of SPEB. The parameters
for simulations are shown in Tab. II. The un-located MTs and
located MTs are randomly generated with 10000 realizations.
For each realization, the SPEB is calculated using (19), then
the empirical cumulative distribution function (c.d.f) ofSPEB
is plotted. For each realization, the location of the un-located
MT is θ =

(

real(ρ0e
jφ0), imag(ρ0e

jφ0)
)

, the location of
the n-th located MT isθn =

(

real(ρnejφn), imag(ρnejφn)
)

.
ρ0 and ρn are uniformly distributed within[0, r] and [r,R],
respectively.φ0 is uniformly distributed within[0, 2π]. If the
cell ID of then-th located MT isi (i ∈ [1, 6]), φn is uniformly
distributed within[π(i − 1)/3 − π/6, π(i − 1)/3 + π/6].

Fig. 2 investigate the effect of the cell IDs of the located
MTs. For the upper plot of Fig. 2,N = 24, G = 2, thenM =
12. It is observed that with cell IDs1 and 4, the approaches
have the best accuracy. The worse appears with cell IDs1
and 2. The reason is cell1 and 4 has the largest separated
distance and cell IDs1 and 2 has the smallest. The similar
result is observed from the lower plot of Fig. 2, whereN = 24,
G = 3, M = 8. The best accuracy appears with cell IDs1, 3
and5 and the worse appear with cell IDs1, 2 and3.

Fig. 3 investigate the effect ofM on SPEB with fixedG.
For the upper plot,G = 2 with cell IDs 1 and4. and for the
upper plot,G = 3 with cell IDs 1, 3 and 5. It is observed
that for a fixedG, the increase ofM leads to the increase
of the accuracy, since the total number of located MTsN
increases. It is also observed from Tab. I that for a fixedG,
the overhead for approach 2 is fixed, but the overhead for
approach 1 increase withM increases. This indicate that for
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Fig. 2. The effect of the cell IDs

a fixedG, approach 2 can reduce more overhead with a larger
M .

Fig. 4 investigate the effect ofG on SPEB with fixedN . For
fair comparison, the cell IDs are selected in order to achieve
the best accuracy, according to the observation in Fig. 2. For
G = 2, the cell IDs are1 and 4; for G = 3, the cell IDs
are 1, 3 and 5; forG = 4, the cell IDs are1, 2, 4 and 5; for
G = 5, the cell IDs are1, 2, 3, 4 and 5; for G = 6, the cell
IDs are1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and6. The effect ofG are evaluated with
N = 18, 24, 30, 36, respectively. It is observed from the four
subplots that withG = 2, approach 1 offer slightly worse
accuracy than the accuracy withG = 3, 4, 5, 6. However,
approach 2 offer the best accuracy withG = 2. Thus, the
accuracy degradation of approach 2 compared to approach 1
is the smallest withG = 2. It is also observed from Tab. I
that with a fixedN , approach 2 can reduce more overhead for
a smallerG. For the caseG = 1, the two approaches offer
the same accuracy, but approach 2 can reduce the overhead by
96N − 128 (bits).

It is concluded from Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 that approach 1
usually offer better accuracy than approach 2, but approach
2 outperform approach 1 in terms of communication overhead
between BSs. Thus, approach 2 can reduce the overhead the
with the paid of accuracy.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper considered cooperative localization in a dis-
tributed BS scenario, where there is no CP, and the distributed
BSs are responsible for location estimation. In this scenario,
the located MTs are employed as reference nodes. Then,
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Fig. 3. The effect of the number of located MTs per cell

several located MTs can help to find the locations of an un-
located MT, by estimating the distance between the un-located
MT using RSS techniques. We proposed two localization
approaches, approach 1 requires only one BS to collect all
the assistance information for localization and estimate the
location. Approach 2 distribute the location estimation task
to several BSs. Moreover, by taking into account the effect of
imperfect location knowledge of the located MTs, the accuracy
limits of both approaches are derived. The simulation results
shown that compared with approach 1, approach 2 can reduce
the communication overhead between distributed BSs with the
paid of accuracy.
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